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Copeland issues new
smoking policy effective
January 1st, 1991
will be clearly identified.

Editors note: The following
y
College of Wooster smoking
Presiwas recently issued by
dent Henry Copeland. The policy
will be effective as of January 1,
poi-lic-

v

i

t

1991.

Current medical evidence indicates that tobacco smoke is not
only harmful to those who smoke,
but may also harm those who find
themselves in its presence. In the
belief that the College of Wooster
should encourage its students and
employees to promote a smoke-fre- e

non-resident- ial

.

workplace and residential envi-

ronment, the College has adopted
the following policy:
1. Smoking is prohibited in all
College facilities and vehicles except insofar as this prohibition is

Derrick BeB of Harvard University addressed the audience at McGaw Wednesday night as part of the
forum series. BeB said, "...advances of the 1960's and 1970's have ended and retrogression is well
underway." (Photo by Mike Pepper.)

qualified below:

a. Smoking is permitted in residence hall and small house rooms
if all students residing in the room
agree. If space is available, the
Director of Residential Life may
also designate public areas in these
buildings for smoking. A public
area in which smoking may occur

Bel demands "It's time to

get real about racism"
2000." Bell made a brief overview
of the attitudes among whites towards blacks in the UJS. through-

KENNYBERG
Voice Staff Writer

African-America"It is time to 'get rear about race out history, how
have been considered
and the persistence of racism in
second-clas- s
citizens
America."
history
Given
this
of whites
With that statement Professor
Derrick Bell of Harvard University ranking higher than blacks
(speaking in general terms). Bell
began his speech in McGaw Chapel on Wednesday night, continuing raised the question of how the
with a claim that by the basic country would respond to a crisis
where all whites could gain
measures of poverty, unemployment and income, the "slow racial "substantial benefits" by sacrificadvances of the 1960s and 1970s ing the most basic (and Constituhave ended and retrogression is tional) rights of blacks. This question is the issue of a fictional stowell under way."
Bell then described the problems ry written by Bell.
This tale, called "The Chronicle
that go with unemployment, the
cruel reality behind the statistics: of the Space Traders," tells the sto"broken homes, anarchy in com- ry of a group ot aliens landing
munities, and futility in the public 1,000 spaceships right off the Atschools," all, according to Bell, lantic coast in the year 2000. The
the "unhappy harvest of no work aliens offer the VS. a deal where
in a society where work provides the country would get sensational
amounts of gold, chemicals to
sustenance, status, and the
save the polluted environment and
."
sense of
generIn his speech, with the title .fantastic, safe machines for
"Racism: A Prophecy for the Year ating energy.

African-America-

ns

to-b-

all-import-

self-worth-

ant

e

African-America-

ns

ns

African-America-

had

ns

left

"The subordination of blacks
seems to reassure whites of an unspoken but no less certain property right in their 'whiteness'," Bell
said.

So when the blacks disappear,
predicts Bell, The property right
in the whites' 'whiteness' goes
.

see Bell: page 2

'

--

To pay for this, the U.S. government must hand all
over to the aliens. That
is against the Constitution, but by
some political maneuvering and a
referendum the government turns it
into a patriotic duty for the blacks
to turn themselves in to the aliens,
a duty that is upheld in a new
amendment to the Constitution.
In the end, all
are "collected" and taken to the aliens. In return, the UJS. gets the
supplies it needs.
At the end of his tale. Bell speculated about what the country
would be like after all

b. Smoking by staff and faculty
members is permitted in their own
work areas and offices in which all
of the individuals who are in the
;
space are smokers.
c. If space is available, the appropriate Vice President may designate areas in
buildings for smoking. These areas'
will be clearly identified.
d. The Wooster Inn has its own
policy on the public spaces in
which smoking is not permitted.
2. In situations in facilities and vehicles in which there is ambiguity
over the applicability of the prohibition, the wish of those not wanting smoking to occur should prevail. This policy does not apply to
the College grounds.
3. Compliance with the policy
will be effected by moral suasion
and the sense of obligation that
citizens of a community feel to
honor the standards of a communi-

ty. Complaints

about

non-

compliance should be addressed to
those who are in
non-complian-

ce.

New TV system in dorms

--

tunes off students
LINDA LONG

demic buildings and residence halls

Voice Collegiate News Editor

for data transmission and the
phone network.
When students returned from
The new system will allow in
foil break, some alterations had the future for all campus screenings
transpired to the campus television
of videos and educational prosystem. Instead, of having recepgrams, said Fred Horst of the
prevition on the channels they
Physical Plant Horst also said
ously were able to access, students that it would be easier to add more
had no channels., .at alL
channels or perhaps the creation of
The new TV system was implea campus information channel.
mented to improve over-a- ll picture
The main goal of MATV was to
and channel availability to all resiequalize reception quality to all
dence halls. Known as MATV, for dorms on campus. Now; all resiMaster Antenna TV System, the dence halls receive the same stasystem consolidates all available tions at approximately the same
channels to the numbers between quality. Small houses are not affected by the changes, as they are
30 and 36, the super band numbers. When the change was made, not included in the MATV: Inthe lower numbers could not be ac-- ' stead, they have the option of get-se- e
cessed because of the WoosterNet,
TV: page 2
the cable network that links aca
--

.

:
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News
United Way seeks

Fresh Start helps students kick
the. smoking habit
KRISTIN FLA CHS BART
Voice Newi Editor

Hygeia is currently offering a
smoking cessation program
lied Fresh Start. This program
was created by the American Cancer Society and has been in existence for 10 years.
Fresh Start is a two to three
week program of group sessions
led by the program facilitator. Karen Boyer. There are four hour-lon- g
sessions with an optional
Cf in session available if the group
desires one.
Each session centers around
group discussions on both specific
topics introduced by the facilitator
and on experiences and concerns
the participants.

of

The first session focuses on the
reasons why the participants are
"hooked" on cigarettes and why
they desired to quit. Participants
learn whether their cigarette smoking is habitual, addictive, or psy

chologically dependent.
They also learn about the physical efleets and health hazards that
smoking has on the body.
The next session centers on
helping the participants learn to
manage without cigarettes for the
first several days. Topics include
common withdrawal symptoms
and stress management exercises.
Session three's focus is on managing the obstacles that the participants encounter in their attempt
to quit. Weight gain is the particular concern, since 25 of
smokers gain weight after they
stop.
The last session covers the ways
in which smokers can stay off cigarettes forever. Tips for quitting
forever are "discussed as well as
planning ahead for crisis situations.
Karen Boyer has been involved
with Fresh Start for four and one-ha- lf
years and is very optimistic
about the program. She feels that

student volunteers

the four session structure is the
best use of time for today's hectic
society.
She believes the program gets
right down to tab basics and covers not only how to stop but how
to quit forever.
The program is informal and relaxed and no lectures are ever given. Group members use the positive reinforcement and strength of
each other to help them in their
process of quitting smoking.
Fresh Start has a 30 success
fate.
Seven students are enrolled in
the class which is currently in prosign-u- p
cess. An
sheet
is located at Hygeia, and as soon
as enough students enroll, additional classes win be held.
In addition, a class for college
employees is being offered in the
beginning of January. AH classes
are held on Wednesdays from 4--5
on-goi-ng

pjn.
room...

in Hygeia's conference
.
. ; I.

rv

SUSAN BERRY
Voice Sufi Writer
The United Way of Wooster is
in need of volunteer for its Threescore Dining Program. The program, which has been running in
Wooster for fifteen years, gives
the opportunity for those persons,
age GO or older, to have a hot meal
delivered to their home on weekdays.

Referrals by hospitals and personal requests by families and relatives are just two ways in which
the United Way gets people signed
up for the program.
After learning about a particular
person, the United Way then assists each personal situation. After two days of evaluation, the
Threescore Dining program can
begin.
Volunteer drivers pick op the
meals from the program center
and then proceed to the sites to
drop off the hot lunches. - Each

driver has a clear and understandable map to follow.
At each site, the driver and the
deliverers go into the home of the
program participant and drop off
themeaL The deliverers also help
the participant open some of the
lunch packages if this help is
Threescore Dining gives the eld-

erly a chance to enjoy a meal
without having to worry about
shopping, preparation, or money.
; It also provides friendship and sup-

port to independent living. ;
The cost of the program varies
upon which dining center is used.
Those signed up for the program
are asked to contribute what they
can their meals.
Students interested in becoming
drivers or deliverers should call
Janet Beaver, the program coordinator, at
or can stop by
the Wooster Community Center
(where the program is located) at
241 South Bevef Street----263-520- 7,

Rides to polling

places available Amadiume addresses the

On Thursday, November 6. Election Day, SGA and the Wooster
Volunteer Network win be srxmsorinz van rides to the noils for those
registered to vote in Wooster. The vans will leave from the front of
every to minutes irom 1 1 ajn. to noon and from 3-- 5
The
van win stop at 5L Mary s Church, the Wayne County National
Bank, and the Central Christian Church. If you have anv Questions.
please contact SGA or Enca Poethig at ext. 4229.
i-o-wry

p-i- n.

voting districts for the residence halls
Armington Hall
BabcockHall
BissmanHall
Compton Hall
Douglass Hall
HoIdenHaU
Kenarden Lodge

LuceHaH
Stevenson Hall
Wagner Hall

4--

E

2-- D
1--

E

2--D
2--

C

4-- E
2--

C

4-- E
2-- D

I E

polling places for each district
is Westminster Church House, Pine and CoDcee Streets
is Sl Mary's School (parking lot entrance)
Z D is St. Mary's School (parking lot entrance)
E
is Wayne County National Bank, 1776 Beall Ave.
E
is Central Christian church, 4-- 7 N. Market St. (back entrance)
I--

E

2--

C

2--

4--

legacy of African women
SUSAN FIGGE

;

t;

Speacal to the Voice

The Feudal Queen mothers or
the Market Queen mothers- - to
whom should African women look
as they claim a proud legacy?
This theme of the role of matriarchy in African political systems
is one of many in the ongoing research of social anthropologist Dr.
Ifi Amadiume. who will be on
campus next Monday and Tuesday.
On Monday, November 5, Dr.
Amadiume will present a public
lecture on "African Political Systems and Culture: Tram formations
and Women's Achievements in the
Past 500 Years."
Amadiume's work introduces
class and gender perspectives into
an analysis of African political
systems and into the study of ancient Egypt
She finds that African and especially African-Americscholars
now work with much longer his
an

torical depth in" Jooking at'class'
and gender issues in African politi- -.
cai systems.' a' scholarly perspective which has found expression as
well in popular writings like Alice
.Walker's In the Temple of My Familiar.
In describing African political
systems. Amadiume takes a regional approach and shows the effects of external intervention, especially the militarization of the African continent, by both the slave
trade and the Arab and European
colonists.
The Monday lecture win be held
in Scovel Hall, room 105, at
p.m. and win be followed by a re--,
ceptioa in the Scovel lobby.
On Tuesday, November 6. at
11.-0ajn. in Luce HaUs Multipurpose Room. Amadiume will
lead a discussion on "Research
Methodology: Research Questions
and Interviewing Women in the
Field." This event is also open to
the public
4.-0-0

0

Born in Nigeria, Ifl Amadiume
was educated in. Nigeria and England, receiving her PhD in anthropology from the School of Oriental and African Studies at the University of London, where she currently lectures.
Her most recent book is Male

Daughters. Female Husbands:
Gender and Sex in African Society.
She is also the author of African Matriarchal Foundations: The
Igbo Case (1987) and of a volume
of poetry. Passion Waves, and she
is currently completing a manuscript In Painful Sisterhood: Racism in British Legal Politics.
Amadiume is involved as wen
in politics with women in her
London Borough of Camden.
Amadiume's visit to Wooster is
sponsored by the programs in
women's studies and black studies, the departments of aruhropol-og- y
and French, the Women's Resource Center, and the Cultural
Events Committee.
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TV: Must

get cable box, students have no choice

CONTINUED FROM PAGE

they are buying the wrong one.
While a CATV set top converter
will work on either
type of TV, the VHF bloc
style converter can only be used
on sets where the VHF channels
run up to at least 77, said Horst.
Although the changes were made
to improve the TV situation, students do not like it. First year
student Troy Semelsburger said he
felt that it was just another way
for the College to make money,
and that quality has not improved
for him.
student, Joe
Another first-yeRodgers, has lost reception completely, and feels it is not fair to
take the privilege away in the middle of the semester. Other students
'
have commented on the loss of a
Jew channels they were able to re-

1

ting a cable system, such as those
that include HBO or MTV.
This is not a choice open to
halls, since most cable companies
are reluctant to install cable to an
area where so many people could
connect in illegally, said Horst.
One of the biggest misconceptions concerning the system is
that all students with TVs need to
rent or purchase the converter boxes to have reception. Students
with cable-read- y
sets need only to
put their TVs into the cable position to have reception. Also if. a
student has a VCR, the tuner in
that device will serve the same
purpose.
. The students with other types of
sets will need to use a box. This
.has sent many, students to stores
to buy converters, but many times

non-cable-rea-

dy

ar

.

ceive before.
i

.

.

The most .opposition to MATV

has been voiced in Kenarden
Lodge, where the situation was
poor to began with. Rooms in the
are not equipped with the
campus cable connection, as are
other dorms. To have had decent
TV reception in the first place,
had to run lines out to
the building to hook
outside
boxes
into the cable network. Although
this problem will be alleviated
when Kenarden is renovated,
which is slated to take place next
year, students there have indicated
that the picture has not improved
and some have lost stations.
The general consensus has been
that the changes were made so the
school could charge students for
yet another service.
The next biggest complaint has
been "communication, or the lack
of," said Jonathan Carney, first'
year. Students have said that it
K-Lod-

ge

--

K-Lodg- ers

Wooster hosts Grecian
excavation lectures
NEWS SERVICES

sponsoring the lecture with the
College of Wooster.
Since 1987, Ohio State University has been exploring the outly--inareas pf the sanctuary of Poseidon at Isthmia.
Gregory's lecture will focus on
the excavation and conservation of
a Roman bath at the site and regional studies aimed at increasing
overall knowledge of the area in
all periods.

Special to the Voice
A.

lecture on

--.slide-illustrated

current- e.(jayatiqns.
-

ancient

a.ti
,--

Oberlin-Ashland-Woos-

ter

Society of the Archaeological

stitute of America

is

In-

222 W.

r

. -

(216)264-218-

44691
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Audio and Video Equipment

Yamaha
Quality

Hi-- Fi

JVC Sony
Home Speakers

Polk Audio

Bose

Quality Autosound Systems

Yamaha

Pioneer

JVC

Hifonics

"We do our own installations."

Bell: Blacks as stabilizers
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

1

with them." The question is, when

the poor white people no longer
have their supposed racial superiority to lean back on and say
"Hey, I'm not at the bottom, the
blacks are," how long will they
accept the unequal distribution of
wealth?

.

Here, Bell explains that blacks
have been playing a role of social

stabilizer for a long time in this
country, and when they are taken
away, the result may be political
unrest and demands of equality
from the poorest
Also, there will be a "large
temptation" to find another scapegoat instead of the blacks, and Bell
mentioned
or the often persecuted Jews
as possible targets for this role.
Asian-American-

s,

a special announcement concerning careers in business
specif ically for Liberal Arts and Sciences students.
The

The School of Accountancy of DePaul
leader
University, Chicago, Illinois, a
in innovative accounting education, offers to
selected graduates of prestigious liberal arts
and sciences programs the Professional Master
of Science in Accountancy. This highly
competitive program is offered in conjunction
with the nation's leading accounting firms and
is restricted to students sponsored by the

participating firms.
The PMSA program begins in June 1991.
Recruiting for the program is currently in
progress.

Repair of all brands of stereo equipment
Complete line of audio and video accessories

Ask About Our
"WINTERVIEWS"
Recruiting Event
December 27, 1990
in Chicago

including Maxell and TDK tapes
10

Horst and physical plant assistant Jean von Radabaugh said that a
notice was sent to The Voice concerning the new system, yet it was
never seen in the paper. Both Amy
Hollander, editor and Pauline Ach,
assistant editor, have no knowl

off items not already discounted

with College of Wooster ID
e
Quality Is Not Expensive
Far East
9:30AM-7:00Py
Monday-ThursdaHours:
, Friday 9:30AM-9:00PSaturday 9:30AM-5:00P-

15-mon- th

program entails:

immediate (June 1991) employment in the Chicago
office of a sponsoring accounting firm.
an accelerated course of study in business and
accounting at Chicago's DePaul University.

75-ye- ar

Liberty St.. WcosUr, Ohio
--

Hi-- Fi

them beforehand.

edge of the notice.
Despite the current student op- position to MATV, Horst feels
that program will be an asset in
the long term. With the ability to
acquire more channels campus-wid- e
and to implement special informative programs, this new
cable network could eventually
prove to be the wave of the future.

1991 Liberal Arts and Sciences Graduates:

co- -

FAR CAS AUDIO
.Quality

.was unfair to make the changes
during break and not announce

g.

:

Isthmia in Greece will be presented by Ohio State archaeologist
Timothy Gregory in Wishart Hall
Tuesday at 8 pm. The lecture is
free and open to the public.

The

Page 3

Successful completion of the DePaul PMSA
program results in:
--

A master of science in accountancy degree from the
Graduate School of Business of DePaul University
Full-tim- e
business and accounting experience with
a major accounting firm
Eligibility to sit for the CPA examination in Illinois
Broad career opportunities and advancement in
professional accounting with your sponsoring firm.

DePaul

University

Audio-Wher-

M

M

M

For more information on the PMSA program, contact your placement office or Mr. Terry A. Baker,
Coordinator, School of Accountancy, DePaul University, 25 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Illinois 60604,
(312)362-6770-

.

His-pani- cs

'

O'0
Paze 4
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Letters

Challenging "big dog"
I would like to take issue with
Jeanne Spohn's claim that Marc
Smith's article on the Omegas
"tells the facts straight up." Far
from it. The information in
Smith's article may have been
straight up but it certainly wasn't
factual.

,

He stated "Here are the general
of crude jocks wrote
a nasty letter about their sexual
exploits and named names." This
is not fact, that is Marc Smith's
opinion and evaluation.
I would also like to disagree
facts: a bunch

Inside Column

Fair Housing:

A Vision Ten Years

Later

with Spohn's assertion
Approaching town, motorists
will be able to see the special
"apartment complexes" set up for
the undesirables.
The city government, supported
by a number of local religious
leaders and a local representative
in Congress, has established
these separate neighborhoods that
are really rows and clusters of
' "
huts and lean-t- o shacks.
The area's biggest newspaper.
which circulates only among
those inside the city itself, refers
to the despised people who live
out here as "them."
Only a few people in town re
member vividly the debate ten
years back about fair housing.
Several can recall the pleas by so
many women, some of them unmarried and single parent mothers
with children.
They vaguely recall the outcries
by African Americans, by some
people with health problems, by
Lesbians and gays, by young
people who lived together to
share the high rents.
Only a very few people remem
ber the vote totals of the day ten
years ago when the issue was de
nied and the gheuoes were creat
ed.
Among the neighborhoods on
the outskirts of town, memories
are more distinct. A great number of people cite the final vote
total, shaking their heads in the
retrospective pain.
Some here even display the
signs from that campaign, pulling from under their straw ticks
the red and blue rectangles with
the words "Fair Housing, YES"
printed plainly in white.
They did not think it would end
up like this-t- he
poverty out here,
the living apart, the buses that

HANS JOHNSON

Voice Viewpoints Editor
shuttle them in and out of the
city in morning and night to
poorly paid jobs, the separate
public schools for these gheuoes
children.

'"Some may claim it is extreme
to envision like this.
But we can take no safeguards
for granted. For we live in a
country where the
has
vetoed a major civil rights legis
lation and still expects his party
to stay popular. And we live in a
country where most college aged
students think a gay or Lesbian
neighbor is a plague, many sup
posing such a neighbor to be a
justifiable target of violence.
Still the
will
quote Leviticus and hand out bro
chures that fan their rancors. It is
not fun to watch them distribute
their handbills, to see them deface
the nation I live in.
We may wish we didn't have to
address it or try to survive in a
society that accepts this blatant
hatred. But in thinking of the al
terna Lives, we must not remain
silent.
We have our visions to remind
us of the possibilities. Ten years
from now could be next week... self-righteo-

us

Those entering the town by automobile will still admire the
flashy Chamber of Commerce
signs. The only difference will
be the stipulations: "If you are
married.. .if you claim Christianity.. .if you are heterosexual and
can prove it.. .if you are healthy,
wealthy, and white.. .WELCOME
TO WOOSTER!"

that

Wooster students should "butt the
hell out of the situation." I have
seen the Omega Alumni newslet

ter and I strongly believe that it
can not be simply written off by a
few "crude jocks."
The attitude towards women and
people of color that these section
members. were stupid enough to
document on paper and send all
over the country in not just confined to the paragraphs of one
newsletter.
The sexual objectifi cation of
women and the ignorant racial slur
included in the Omega newsletter
serve as reflections of the harmful
attitudes fostered and perpetuated
all over the country.
In our library are articles that
document the persuasiveness of
these attitudes and link them with

the high incidence of rape and violence against women on college
campuses. We should all be pressuring the administration not just
to punish the Omegas individually, as college policy mandates, but
to treat this as a much larger.
much more serious problem affecting our entire campus.
I, and many other students, will
not "butt the hell out of the situation" as Jeanne Spohn suggests.
This is the problem of all of the
Wooster College community and
further action needs to be taken.
Forever challenging the "big
dog of great journalism"...
HEATHER MURPHY
Wooster Student

Dismayed at Hostage Day support
I would just like to express my
dismay at the only average showing at the College of Wooster
for Amerkan" Hostage tfey, a week
ago Thursday. Most people know
about it (it was pretty hard to
miss) and all anyone was asking
you to do was to sign a postcard to
President Bush supporting his efforts to get the hostages home
from Lebanon. If you signed a
card, you were asked to wear a yellow armband to actively show
your support. You did not have
to. it was purely voluntary. But
there should not have been a single,
person who didn't sign a card. Per- -

haps some of the people who were
asked to actually didn't agree with
bringing the hostages home. Although I cant'understand thatt I acknowledge their right to oppose
the event. But most of the people
I saw didn't care.
How can you not care? The hostages in Lebanon are hostages because they are Americans. They
had no chance to escape. Terry
Anderson has been in Lebanon for
five years. When he was taken,
most seniors were in eleventh
grade. The
weren't in
high school yet. Everyone here
should remember what they were

fen?"WftK&jp mo

first-yea- rs

r"f

doing five years ago. Then try to
imagine being a captive since
then.-- -

.

--

:..2,r.;

;;.

.:..:

L...CoUege.;U.:pqi.xbft.j)lacp
show apathy. Express your voice
by sending a postcard to 1600
Pennsylvania Avenue today and
tell George Bush to get those hostages out of captivity. Show your
support as an American citizen
Terry Anderson's birthday was on
the Saturday of Parents' Weekend.
You were with family and friends.
Think of how his family feels.
Help Terry Anderson. Don't be
apathetic lemmings.
DREW NICHOLSON
Wooster Student

--

TH

mh) WW?

--
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Commentary

Vote yes for Issue 3
LEONARD GERACE

chance to determine what is best
for our community.
That argument strikes a responsive chord for FOP members who,
as working people, feel strongly
about democratic traditions.
As police however, our chief
concern is crime. We took a hard
look at Issue 3 and concluded that
the hysteria fanned by racing interests had no basis in fact
Issue 3 would not spawn a rampant
crime. The amendment would re-

Special to the Voice

Editor's Note: Gorace is a citizen of Lorain County and a member of the Fraternal Order of Police.
The people of Ohio are the targets of a misleading, negative

-

campaign against State Issue 3.
The shrill chorus of opposition
is brought to you by the state's
horse-racin- g
industry. Listen to
these doomsayers, "and you begin
to believe that if one casino is
built in Lorain, citizens will take
refuse in their homes, doors barred,
to escape the tidal wave of crime
and evil that threatens their once
'
stable community.
-o
'It is' not a pretty picture the racing interests paint
Nor does it contain a shread of
truth.
If it did, the Lorain Faternal Order of Police would not have
joined five other police orgaiza-tion- s
Id
to support issue Three.
did
why
we
you
that
like to tell
Voters must understand that if
this constutional amendment is
adopted, it will trigger only one
election TdbnTined
-v
i,.
to Lbraih: r'r i- rIf we residents decide against a
casino, the plan is dead. If we support the project, a casino will be
developed as part of a much larger

Jj

"

quire:
--

Stringent law enforcement over-

seen by the state Attorney General

and a nonpartisan Gaming Commission.
--The funding to make it happen.
An 8 tax, on the casino owner
would be. earmarked for few enforcement
..
.

.

An evaluation of the Lorain,
project If the General Assembly
concluded that the casino was
the state 'could be divided
into seven districts. No more that
one casino per district voted for it
-- Voter control. Citizens could
vote at intervals whether to shut
--

su-cessf-

.

re-sfcoSarT-

'

Pick the item iriost rapidly becoming too expensive to fill up.:.

ul,

GfcJ

..

9-6-

Tuition-

.

rat

Events

an unwanted casino.
: The
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men and women I represent

sperid their iivesibattling cringe. .":
We would never embrace this plan

.-

if we felt it would make our jobs
more difficult
To the contrary, we believe the
increase in funding from the tax
and the expansion of our underresort
staffed police department will
Can anyone seriously maintain
services to all citizens.
that we, the people of Lorain, have
People fear crime, and the racing
no right to vote on our own fuinterests are exploiting that fear in
ture?
a shallow attempt to protect their
I have spoken with neighbors' profits.-- ... .
who do not necessarily like the caoy
oc
iooiea
Don
i
may even vote
sino concept-th- ey
tive campaign: Vote yes on Issue
against it but they support issue
:
three because we all want a 3.-- ..:yr.

.
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Letters

Dene House supports
to
City
SPA
Tent
Thanks
for
Issue Four
As the Women's Interracial Program on campus, we the mem-be- n
of Dene House wish to publicly voice our support of Issue
Four. We strongly urge a YES
vote on this crucial issue which
will be on the November 6 ballot.
Dene House is dedicated to
bating prejudice and discrimination
both on the College campus and
in the community.
We fully support this housing
policy which would prevent landlord discrimination on the basis
of age, health, sexual orientation,
and familial status (single parents,
unmarried couples, and married
couples with children.)
The passage of Issue Four not
only primarily affects the homosexual community as well as
those people in the
family structure, but also College
students seeking off campus housing. If Issue Four is defeated, a
narrow-minde- d
minority wjll be
acting on their prejudices and controlling the housing situation for
the entire College community.
Because housing and discrimination is intrinsically related to all
non-traditio-

nal

forms of prejudice on all levels including ageism, homophobia, racism and sexism, these forms of
discrimination must be fought on
all levels. A "no" vote on Issue
Four would further encourage the
discrimination that both Dene
House and the College community
at large are working to eradicate.
As members of Dene we come
to understand and to appreciate
each others' differences and backgrounds. And while we recognize
that it is impossible to eliminate
all forms of discrimination and
prejudice, we believe that it is
possible to stop some forms of its
perpetuation. Therefore, we fully
support Issue Four which will
guarantee fair housing and nondiscrimination for all people, and
we urge the campus community
to stand against discrimination by
voting YES on Issue Four.
JULIE BLOSSER
JENNIFER DUNCAN
JENNIFER GIESECKE
RACHEL MCMTLLIAN
KATHRYN NICHOLSON
ERIN SIDERS
Dene House

Congratulations to the Students
for Peace through Action. I was
happy to read about the response
of these students to the VS. military aid to El Salvador.
The U.S. provision of billions
of dollars to the Salvadorian military which has supported the civil
war and horrendous death actively
has raped the tiny country of El
Salvador and has made it impossible for Sarvadorians to live in their
country in peace. These Salvado-rians have been forced to flee to
neighboring countries like the
U.S. seeking political asylum.
For these refugees who are flee
.

ing from the civil war. coming to '
the U.S. does not alleviate their
problems. There has been an incredible number of human rights
violations through physical and
mental abuse in the detention of
refugees in the southwest, Texas
and Florida.
These refugees have been and are
being detained in poor conditions in
detention centers, county jails and in
the case of Texas, under circus tents.
Refuges are not criminals but arc
treated like criminals in the U.S.
They are made to share cells with
other convicted criminals in coun

ty jails. The only crime that these
refugees have committed is entering the U.S. illegally while fleeing
death and persecution in their home
countries.
With the cut in military aid to EI
Salvador hopefully there is some
end in sight to this 10 year old civil war.
I am thankful for the efforts of
groups like the SPA and hope that
the college as a community will
further these efforts and be aware of
issues such as these.
CHARLENE D'CRUZ
Wooster Alumni

Applause for "Coming Out" section
I want to thank you and the

staff ot publishing the

individuals to reveal publically
their homosexuality: those like

"Coming Out" section in your October 12ih issue. The articles were
. informative, and exemplary of the authors' courage
Few of us' truly
and
realize how difficult it must be for

Terry Miller, Hans Johnson, Jennifer Balbo, Erich Buckheit and
Gary Devore who do take a tremendous but necessary risk in the
'! U'u'i KUn. t. 'uniitl
process
of oecoming more human.
Their actions should serve as mod

Voice

well-writt-

en

self-estee-

--

'

els for the rest of us who must
struggle with the many challenging complexities of the human
condition.
NANCY GRACE
Professor of En elhh "

j7K
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m'.
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Speak Your Mind:

What do you think of the fact that it is now
necessary to rent a cable box which costs $30 in order to receive television

transmittion?

(Quotes taken by Jennifer Spilburg and photos taken by Mike Pepper.)

r;t'

'

-

'

'

.

f

Mi
"Irs too much money to pay for a
T.V.. much less to pay for a thirty
dollar box."
Jason Fulmer, first year

"I think the school should have
notified people well in advance be-

fore many of them bought televisions. They haven't done a very
good job explaining the necessity
of the boxes."
Garry Carr, sophomore

V
i
"I think it's really unfair. You're
forced into this whole cable network thing. It costs the student
extra money. If we're going to get
cable, we should get it
channels. MTV, etc. It's outrageous."
Meenakshi Goswami. sophomore
all-m- ovie

:
.

.--

.

"I think it's unfair because they're
forcing you to pay an extra thirty
dollars for something that you
used to get for free. And now we
can't even watch 'Charlie's Angels-Julie

Jameson, junior

"It's a good incentive to stop
watching T.V."
Mary Harvey, senior
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Collegiate News
JB Typewriter Service
Students end Persian
A
-'
Gulf silence with protest

Sales

Authorized Service For
SMITH CORONA

--

I-?-

&

IBMSWINTEC
ADLER

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICES

to collegiate peace organizations

Special to the Voice

on how to plan the event and draw
lage crowds.

More college students are
now protesting the military buildup in the Middle East by organizing and participating in protests in
16 different cities on October 20.
The rallies werejrfpart organized
by Hampshire College Gulf Crisis
Action Group, which sent FAXes

overall turn out and said that persons of "all different views" participated.

Additionally, students at Akron,
The
Denver,
Alabama, Tufts, Kansas
12S
people
to
ranging
from
crowds
State
raland
other schools staged
over 5,000. Students organized
"Free
Kuwait
Day" calling for
lies in major cities such as WashIraq's
complete withdrawal from
ington, D.C., New York City,
Los Angeles, Atlanta and Hous Kuwait At Harvard. University, .
students held a
teach-i.
ton, amoung others.
Organizers were pleased with the a common practice in the 1960's.

marches drew

anti-w- ar

znyj

oi&A

oj iuim a

COPIES 40
812x11 WHITE
345-7408- -

Special to the Voice

Ful-kers- on

The number of businesses
searches has
conducting
career
college
dropped, say some
placement officers, and they fear it
may become a trend. . .. ,
"Students are going to have to
on-camp-

us

number of campus recruiters
dropped from 20 to 11 this fall.
Schools feel the economic climate is responsible and companies
are cutting back accordingly. Bar- -'

5:30 Daily
Saturday

2522 Cleveland Road
Wooster, Ohio 44691

Cargo Crate Furniture Co.

or

look a little harder and a little
longer" for jobs, said Sharon
of Career Services at East
Texas State University, where the

5

9- - 2

Functional furniture for less.
Futons

Students will hiave to look, longer
and harder to get a job
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICES

IBM'BROTHER
ROYAL'SWINTEC
SMITH CORONA
PANASONIC
CANON'AND MORE

n,

pre-prote- st

rijiv

Supplies For

Twin
Full

39 x 75
54 x 75

$199
$225

60x85 $248
We also have hand made crates
and trunks in sizes to fit any room.
10
Off with College ID
We will deliver.
10AM-6POpen Tuesday-SaturdaQueen

bara Hayes, recruiting communications director for Hewlett Packard,
said H--P has cut back their campus
recruiting quite a bit in an effort to
"keep the workforce flat."
"There's going to be. much more
competition for fewer jobs," said a
career counselor at the University of
V
,
Vermont. , '"' 1

y,

M

12218 Linclon Way East
(9 miles from campus)

"

682-680- 0

Loan program faces collapse
The entire student loan system
almost collapsed this summer
. when the nation's largest student
loan guarantor, a Kansas-base-d
agency called the Higher Education Assistance Foundation
(HEAF), ran out of money trying
to pay for student defaults.
In early October, the Student
Loan Marketing Association
(Sallie Mae) assumed most of
HEAFs troubled loans. But by
the Federal Bureau
of Investigation announced that it
was investigating Sallie Mae for
possibly fradulently presenting
itself as having more money than
it actually does.

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICES.
Special to the Voice

The nation's student loan pro- gram is near collapse, many colleges are on the fiscal ropes and
students' costs are rising faster
than almost anyone else's.
But for the first time in 10
years, the U.S. Department of
Education has admitted it might
have something to do with it.
The secretary is to be congratulated for facing up to the facts,"
said Charles Saunders of the
American Council on Education.
"But the question is, what are
they going to do about it ?"

"

mid-Octob- er,

A variety of hearings have been
held to pinpoint the largest
in the system and dis- -.
coyer solutions. According to
Sam Nunn (Senator,
"through all these hearings, we
did not hear of even a single major component of the gauran teed
student loan program that is
working efficiently or effectiv-

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICES
Special to the Voice

--

-

":

The national volunteer service bill
is but two steps away from becoming a law.
If this bin passes, students would
earn a small stipend and a voucher
io help pay for college if they work
in authorized community service

1

trou-blesp- ots

D-G-

FLOOR AND WALL COVERINGS
ART AND ACCESSORIES

A),

ely"
Investigators have all agreed

that the biggest problem is the
high number of student loans
that go unrepaid Last year, it
cost the federal government $2.4
billion to help banks cover the
money lost on student loans.

Volunteer bill almost passed
programs.
The Seriate has already approved a
version of this bilL Now it awaits
approval from the House and the
president's signature.
the Senate bill allows for die
distribution of funds to youth
service corps for use in humanitarian or conservation projects. It
also makes it possible for a stu

Grafts
rrCaitet
Ji'rtrnln interim
Kv

dent to hisAier workstudy allowance in community service projects instead of at campus jobs.
Law schools are also encouraging
volunteer programs. The Law Students for Pro Bono are working to
have all law schools require service
programs by the year 2000. So far
several law schools in the South
have passed such requirements.

10

OFF REMNANTS WITH COW. ED
262-155- 7

6840 LINCOLN WAY EAST

Come To

Centerj

Beauty

Before You Go Home

For Thanksgiving!
243 E. Liberty
264-920-

1
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Arts
IS

production opens in Shoolroy

Burrows brings one
woman show to Wcoster

Hayes.
She was disillusioned, however.
to find that as she grew older there
were few significant roles being
One week it is a distinguished
offered to or written for African-Americspeaker, the next, a celebrated muwomen.
sical group. Such has been the forforthat the best way to
seminar
decided
year
She
first
the
mat of
has
be to create her
would
trend
this
correct
fall
the
This
um series.
and act in
and
own
direct
roles
not faltered.
was
This
herself.
to be the
On Monday, November 5 at them
career.
an
beginning
illustrious
of
7:30 pjn. Vinie Brown will present
One which has already and inher one woman show Sister, SisVi.
ter in McGaw Chapel. The perfor- deed continues to bring her honorable recognition in all five contimance is free and open to the pubnents. She is accredited to the
;
lic.
- Sandra West, an Editor of TesuV 1" United Nations as the permanent
monj: a Journal of African-Americ- representative for the Women's
Poetry, described Brown International Democratic Federaas "a symbol of stage fertility. Her tion, an appointment which - has
legendary 30- - year-ol- d
theatrical
also taken her all over the world
Mall Williams and Clarke McFarlane rehearse one of the opening career continues to spread wing
missions about the
on
scenes of the IS production Cloud 9. (Photo by Mka Pepper.)
and soar majestically like the drawomen
in various counstatus of
matic, ever seeking, never failing, tries.
ciety dictates. The conclusion guage and focuses on controversial mythical flying African. Her stage
She has a repertoire of seven one
presents novel solutions to these subject matter including issues of life span, generously peppered
shows, all which she dewoman
problems that could serve as a race, gender and homosexuality.
with with old world social actiherself, and with these she
veloped
While there are serious moments vism, new world feminism and
model for everyone.
has visited over two thousand col-The play is staged in the round, in Uic piay
fof if. VOur has
!
and the action occurs very close to, suee-play..and all over the world., i..
if not almost on top of the audiby the. prestigious Paul Robeson
According to Alexander, everyence. According to director Steaward."
Tm very grounded in the reality :
affected
will
watches
be
one
who
phen G. Alexander. The audience
Burrows is an acclaimed actress of what it means to live in this
becomes much more a part of the by the play, whether they want to with
world. Tm a people's artist". Her
shows as the basubject, action and intention of be or not.
sis of her success, not because she own words which reflect the
General admission ticket prices did not wish for the glamour and thrust of her shows. Her compilathe entire play itself. Even when
$2.00; faculty and senior citi- stardom of Broadway and Hollyare
watching, the audience sees not
tions are taken from poetry, folkonly the action of the play, but zens SIjOO. and Wcoster students wood. Her performing career began
lore, novels, mythologies, all
are free. Reservations can be made as a child actress on and off Broadalso the reaction of the people sitwhich reflect the human condition,
ting opposite them. They are through the Freedlander Theatre way, with the talented Helen
in particular, the Afrkari-Americ-- 263 -- 2241
(216)
Office
Box
at
inseparable
become
forced not to
human condition.
.(extension 2241), on Monday -from the play."
This play uses shocking lan- - Friday 12-- 2 pjn. and 4-- 6 pan.
MASANKHO K. BANDA

MASANKHO K. BANDA
KRISTIN FLACHSBART

Voice StafTWriter

The College of Wooster's Department of Theatre will present
Cloud 9 by Caryl ChurchilL The
play which is being directed by
senior theatre major Stephen G.
Alexander will open on Thursday,
November 8 and run through Saturday, November 10. Curtain
will be at 8:15 p.m. in Shoolroy
Theatre.

This comedy combines a farcical
look at Victorian morals and Post
- Modern comment in examining
gender roles and personal desires.
The first act follows a British
family in Colonial Africa as they
deal with the restless surroundings
and internal turmoil.
The play uses several hilarious
and sometimes shocking techniques to present the emotional
lemmas of the family and their occasional visitors.
The second act takes place in
modern London one hundred years
later, although the surviving char- -,
years
acters are only twenty-fiv- e
has
confusion
external
The
older.
surroundnew
their
been lifted in
conings, but their personal strife
tinues to impede their attempts at
reaching an ideal world that they
individually envision.
This act suggests that everyone
could arrive at. or at least momentarily touch, their own Cloud
Nines, by following their own
wants rather than those which so--

an

Wj

an

.

fact-findi-ng

vui8

.

one-wom-an

an

Today's Trend Setters

Cleveland Symphony Orchestra
comes to campus Sunday
KATIE JONES
SaffWriw

Voice

Famous throughout the country
for their performances of new music by American composers, the
Cleveland Chamber Symphony,
under the conduction of Edwin
London, will perform Sunday. November 4 in McGaw Chapel. Admission is $5.00 for
and free for students.
A professional ensemble-in-residenat Cleveland State University, the Cleveland Chamber
Symphony's primary mission is
non-stude-

nts

ce

to present new music, along with
neglected works by the musical
greats of the past.
Only in their tenth season, the
orchestra has premiered over sixty
works by new composers and has
received rave reviews from across
the country for their "stimulating,
bizarre, .and diverse" music.
This past June, the Chamber
Symphony was recognized for
their achievements in music at the
American Symphony Orchestra
League's National Conference,
where they were awarded the'
American Society of Composers.

Authors, and Publishers' John S.
Edwards Award for Creative Orchestral Programming.
For their performance in Woost--,
er, the orchestra will premiere two ;
numbers as well as a work by Mozart.
The concert will feature several
soloists and should prove to be'
quite entertaining.
Brian Dykstra, head of the College's music department, is posi- - '
tive that "all who attend the concert will hear music that is challenging and fascinating."

'

I

Family Hair Care
Great Cuts and Styles at a Great Price!

Perms starting at $28

Call for appointment.
115 North Grant Street
264-120-

2

I

1

Shampoo and Cut for $6

1

Offer good only on

.

J
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Monday, November 5
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Ensemble opens
tonight in Freedlander Theatre

Junior Theatre Major Paul T. JD'Addario

has been
Memoirs
Beach
Brighton
Neil
Simon's
production
of
cast in the
the Second Stage Dinner and Theatre Company. He will play the role
of Stanley Jerome, the older and more experienced brother to the
show's central character, Eugene. The show will open Thursday, Oc
tober 25 in the Corinthian Room of the Best Western Wooster Plaza,
243 East Liberty Street in Wooster. The production will continue Oc
tober 26 and 27, and November 2, 3, 9, and 10. Reservations are
$20.00 per person or $17.00 per individual in a group of eight or
more. This cost includes the meal. Call the Wayne County Perform
for reservations or further ticket infor
ing Arts Council at
mation.

SHAWN PERRY
The opening concert of the
Jazz Ensemble will be
held in Freedlander Theater Friday,
November 2 at 8:15 pjn. The
Ensemble is headed by Jeff Lind- 1990-9- 1

berg and consists of 17 of the

262-630- 9

most musically talented students
on the campus in brass, woodwind
and rhythm sections.
The group plays old jazz standards by many famous musicians
of the genre and various contemporary jazz pieces. A brief listing
of some of the tunes they will per-- '
form include "Groovin High"- - by
Dizzy Gillespie, "Darn That
Dream" in an arrangement by
Frank Man tooth, and "Sweet
Georgia Brown" arranged by Sammy Nestico.- Junior Miles Simmons will
also perform with the group as
vocalist in Tm Travelin Light
and Fly Me To The Moon" in a
special arrangement by Quincy
Jones. - Thebowwill also "feature the-- i
premiere of the1laCbmbo;i',',
special improvisational sextet that

The Akron Symphony Chorus

will perform with the Ak
ron Symphony Orchestra on Saturday, November 3 for a performance
of Orff s Carmina Bnrana. The concert will also feature soprano
Amanda-Joyc- e
Abbott, tenor Clifford Billions and baritone Frederick
will also be performed. The con
Erey. Haydn's Symphony No.
cert will begin at 8:15 p.m. at EJ. Thomas Performing Arts Hall on
the University of Akron campus. Tickets fro the show run for $17,
$15. arid $12 with group and student discounts. For more information
contact the Akron Symphony office at

-

...

. "v,

tt

-

u

,y

535-813- 1.

The 1991 Raymond Carver Short Story Contest

Jeff Lindbergh will head the jazz ensemble consisting of 17
students for their opening performance of the season tonight at

8:15 pm in Freedlander Theater. (Photo by
Richard Rodgers.

For an evening of hot jazz and
cool licks don't miss the Jazz Ensemble tonight for a great show of

Mike

Pepper.)

your favorite jazz tunes. Admission is free to all students and
guests.

ISSUE FOUR.
DEBATE '

DOMTNOS PIZZA SPECIAL

Monday
November 5th
5:30-7:0-0
p.m. in

For $3.99

LOWRYPrr

Come hear students,
professors, and
community persons
debate the issue of

a

non-discrimit-

AU

sponsored by Humboldt State University and is open to all writers
ing in the United States. First prize will be $500 and publication in
Toyon 91, the Humboldt State University Literary Magazine. Sec
be $250. Stories must be no more than 25 pages
ond prize-wil- l
typed, double spaced and with a title on the first page of the story.
Two copies of each story must be submitted and photocopies are acceptable. Author's name must not appear on manuscript type name,
address, phone number and title of story on two cover sheets and at
tach to each copy of manuscript. The entry fee is $730 per story and
submissions must be postmarked no later than November 19, 1990.
Mail entries to: Raymond Carver Short Story Contest, English Dept.
Entrants
Humboldt State University, Areata, California 95521-495will NOT be notified of receipt of manuscript unless a
stamped envelope accompanies the manuscripts.

Medium Cheese Pizza

self-address- ed,

The Toledo Museum of Art

will present Impressionism:
Selections from Five American Museums starting September 30 and
running through November 25. The exhibition illustrates the history
of this period beginning in the 1860s and features 80 paintings and
sculptures by 21 of the most celebrated Impressionist artists including
Degas, van Gogh, Monet, Renoir, and Gauguin. The exhibition has
g
attendance at its showings and is a
enjoyed
project conceived by The Carnegie Museum of Art,
Pittsburgh; The Minneapolis Institute of Arts; The Nelson-AtkiMuseum of Art, Kansas City; The St. Louis Art Museum; and The
Toledo Museum of Art
Beeinninz October 27. the American Photography: . 1839-190- 0
exhibit will be presented. This major survey of almost 200 photo
graphs presents the first 50 years of American pnotograpny. rnotog-rapheincluded are Southworth & Hawes, Matthew Brady. John Hill-er- s.
and many others. For information on exhibition tickets or group
tours, caB (419)
joint-organiz-ed

record-breakin-

"

ns

or

Large Cheese Pizza

For $5.99
For Free Delivery Call

7.

rs

264-980-

0

Additional Toppings Extra

243-700- 0.

ory

housing policy for
the city of Wooster.
.members of the

It's

7 p.m.
1

Campus and

Tomorrow is your roomie's birthday and you forgot to get a present
The bookstore may be closed but Sue's Hallmark is still open.

by:
Dene House,

COLLEGE HILLS SHOPPING CENTER
ALWAYS OPEN 9 TO 9, SUNDAY 11 TO 6

the Community
are Invited.
Sponsored

Women's Interracial
Program

is

liv-

l-

(piano, guitar, bass, drums) and
two saxophones that play their
own arrangements ana styles of
bom jazz and traditional music.
They will perform "Au Privave"
by Charlie Parker, "Take Five" by
Dave Brubeck, and a special rendition of "My Favorite Things" by

and Around Wooster

SHAWN PERRY, Voice Arts Editor

Voice Arts Editor

includes the rhythm section

Page 9.
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Feature

Soviet first' year talks about
Q:

Q: TeH me about your opinion of

want it like it was before.1'
now. Health care is very bad;
doctors receive very little monetary
I know of people who have a
compensation in comparison to little more money than average and
better qualidoctors in the United States.
want nicer things-lik- e
A: I received a student visa with
Some doctors in the U.S.S.R. ty clothes-wh- o
trade rubles for dolsome difficulty. I actually had
A: Gorbachev has been trying to even receive less payment than fac- lars on the black market. On the
more difficulties arranging my enmake a lot of changes in the way tory workers.
Also there isn't black market eighteen rubles can
trance from the VS. Embassy beeconomy
run.
He
the
very
sanitation
good
Soviet
is
in many are- be exchanged for one dollar: the ofviscause so many people want to
legalizaposhing
for
has
the
been
as.
.
1
ficial exchange rate is six rubles
it, and k takes processing time.
'
land,
ownership
private
of
are
tion
disposable
Often
needles
of
not per dollar.
beard of Wooster through my.
and has brought about something used; many people have contracted
Diplomats and people who do J
close friend Liza Guroff.
f
businesses AIDS via contaminated needles.
business overseas, or who are em
We spent a year together in called
and , Educated people in the ULSJl, ployed by cooperatives that work '
Moscow in the eighth grade. Liza that are
talk about whether the changes, are- - with firms abroad, can' obtain
returned regularly to Moscow to half privately owned.
-- leading towards more privatization, '0, American dollars kgallVj, so many
system
worked
me
one
other
The
close
and
visit
i
others in the Soviet Union want to
better' when it was 'first 1m pie--. ' or if dissatisfaction, with,
friend, Iilya Torsbina.
suits
the
transition.,
changes
American dollars off them,
in
of
.buy
Last summer, Lilya and I were mented. now it usually doesn't
will
(food
shortages
.etc.)
the
I'm not sure, but I think this
set
able to visit the states and I saw seem to work as well because the
Wear-range- d
Union back.
nation is changing: I have heard
taxes on the profits that an individWooster for tlx first time.
The poor people in the U.S.S.R. that trade between Soviet and
for me to study at Wooster ual makes are so high.
They American currency may be legal-thinThere are a lot of food shortage are especially hard-hi- t.
to continue my English training in
"If this is perestroika. we ized.
lines in the Soviet Union right
a more informal atraospere.
How did you end op at
Wooster?

JEAN HARRIS
Voice SufTWrivr

Irina Khan in, a Cist-yeat the
College from Moscow responded
to the following questions:
ar

Q: Where were you enrolled and
what were you doing before you
arrived here? How did you learn
English?

the changes that have been brought
about in the Soviet Union by
bachev's "paesooika" program.

co-operati-

A: Before I came here I lived m
Moscow.where I graduated from
high school number 45. After
graduation I entered a school that
specialized in languages, where I
studied English and English translation for two years.
It normally takes fives years to
finish the program. Hopefully IH
be able to transfer some of those

.hoinnie

--

ves:

half-governmenta-

.

lly

--

--

co-operati-

ve

the-re-.-
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sit-Sov- iet

.

.
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credits.

Outdoor Club experiences
nature over fall break

Patton "raises friends" for the College '3

--

PAULINE ACH
Voice Assists Editor
OUTDOOR CLUB

Dolly Sods is packed with springs,

Speical lo ttm Voice

rivulets coming down the

sides, and actual rivers. We had no
trouble finding water that was per-- '
fectly safe after we boiled n.
In fact, one of us started acting
like a human dousing rod and kept
finding water by falling into
Fortunately the weather
creeks.
was warm and we built a campfire
one night for our water finder to
dry out enough to sleep comfortably.
The Outdoor Club has has four
backpacks and four sleeping bags,
as well as tents. All of our gear
was used on this trip by people
who might not have been able to
come along if The Outdoor Club
had not been able to lend them the
A TRIP TO
equipment they needed.
Also, when the Outdoor
LIBRARY
Club is not going on a scheduled
FOR I.S. MATERIAL
expedition the equipment is availaSTUDYING AND ICE
ble for anyone on campus to borWe are going to have anrow.
SKATING
other meeting in the next few
on
weeks to talk about future trips so j
Saturday, Nov. 10
keep a look out for our posters. J
The bus leaves at 10 am
If you would like to talk about
and returns at 5 pm
the Outdoor Club or borrow equipBring
$1.00 for ice skate
ment there are four well informed
dipeople you can look up in the
rental.
rectory: Allison MacDough. Chris
Sign up at Lowry Front
G laser. Paul Koreman, and Stacey
Desk.
'
Root.

be-.cau-

Kerr

se

that possible.
"A lot of people may be involved in the decision to build a
particular dorm. We felt that Lace
would be helpful and beneficial
and that it would reflect what we
have learned about residential living.
"It is the job of development to
present the plans in such a way
that it will be attractive to donors
and cultivate friends who will be
interested in needs of the College.
"We also expect to be able to
use Luce for conferences in the
summer," said Patton.
"The next project that I am
working on is getting funds for

i

Kenarden."

Caribbean Tan

state

42912 E. Liberty
(next to Dino's)

Wooster

263-466-

6

Use your ID and get 10
1

off on packages

Month Unlimited - Only $29.95

i

During fall break nine members
of the Outdoor Club went on a
backpacking trip in the DoUy Sods
Wilderness area of the Monongahe-l- a
National Forest. West Virginia.
Once we got to the trail head at
the end of a logging road we put
our keys in a deep pocket and we
left for three days and nights of
new campsites every day.
chians, and clear nights.
Between October 20 and 25 every
year the Earth passes through a
cloud of rocks arid dust. The result
is a periodic meteor shower called
theOrionids. We saw more shooting stars than there's traffic in
front of Lowry on that trip.
Even though we had tents, a few
of as slept outside just to enjoy
the wind and the night stretching
out from the edges of our sleeping
bags.
Everybody carried a portion of
our four day supply of food. With
nine people pitching in nobody's
pack was so heavy that they
couldn't keep up and there was
enough food so that nobody went
hungry.
When the tap water in our canteens ran out on the first day we
had to switch to local sources.

A 1967 graduate of the College
of Wooster, Sara Pafjon left vowing never to return.
Six years later she came back to
Wooster and took a part time job
in the Office of Development for
what she "fondly imagined would
be a summer job after grad
In 1979, she became
school."
Vice
the
President of Development.
Tve never been sorry I came
back. I have a job I love and that
is a privilege. I love my work
I have an opportunity to
meet with extremely dynamic and
exciting people." said Patton.

hill-

The Office of Development is
the smallest of three major departments. The other two are Academic Affairs and Finance and Business. Each department is beaded
by a --vice president.
The job of this office is to raise
funds, or "raise friends, if you
will." said Patton. "We raise
funds from individuals like alumni, parents and friends, or from
foundations and corporations," said
Patton.
How does something like Luce
come about? "I wrote a proposal
to Luce Corporation. I'm told that
this building should be built with
these facilities and I'm responsible
for finding someone who will enjoy supplying the funds to make

r

j

r
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Alumni Spotlight: Arthur Kropp featured for community activism
I

community service will share their
experiences and discuss the benefits of becoming an active member
of a community.
The program is being
by the Alumni Association, the Wooster Volunteer Network and the Career Development
and Placement Office.
The first keynote speaker is Arthur Kropp 79, President of People for the American Way. His
talk, "Political Activism: Grassroots Organization," will discuss
involvement, opportunities, and
perceptions of activism in our political system.
People for the American Way is
a nonprofit, nonpartisan constitutional liberties organization with
over 285,000 members. The organization works to defend quality
education, reproductive and civil
rights, and racial and religious tolerance, promotes votercitizen participation and opposes
co-sponso-

11
Arthur Kropp
H

Special lo the Voice

On Thursday, November 8th,
alumni active in various levels of
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Thomas McCullough graduated

Vice-Preside-

Panelists include Bobbi Douglas '80, Executive Director,
Wayne County Alcoholism Services (Wooster); Robert Mellert
'41, Docent President, Mint Museum of Art (Charlotte, North
Carolina); Tom Oommen '90,
volunteer", Westmoreland Volunteer Corps (advocacy work for the
homeless, Washington, D.C.);
Walter Rockenstein '65, civic activist (Minneapolis, Minnesota);
and Stephanie Vader '90, The
Family Shelter (a women's domestic violence and rape crisis
shelter, Saugerties, New York).
The panel will be at 7:30
p.m. in Gault Recital Hall, Scheide
Music Center. Following the
panel, area alumni have been invited to a reception in the lobby of
Scheide to share their experiences

from Wooster with a BA in Economics in 1958. In addition, he

received his Masters in Social
Work in 1960 from the University
of Pittsburgh and has completed
course work for the Executive
MBA from the University of Miami.
He has been with United Way
for 17 years. Prior to 1973, he

Kropp's discussion will take
place at 1 1:00 a.m. in Gault Recital Hall, Scheide Music Center.
The second keynote speak -er.Thomas McCullough 58, is

the former Executive
United Way of

Linked With Action Using Your
Education, Knowledge and Experiences to Enact Chanee."

teers.

tee.

served as Director

of Agency

Oper-

ations, Community Chest of Allegheny County; Planning Director, Health & Welfare Planning
Association (Pittsburgh); and
Planning Associate, United Community Council (Akron).
McCullough will speak at 5:00
p.m. in the Faculty Dining
Room, Lowry Center (bring your

nt,

Massa-

chusetts Bay. He will share his
ideas and experiences about current
trends and issues in community
involvement.
The United Way of Massachutray).
setts Bay raises $50 million yearly
The third event of the program
to distribute to 200 affiliated agen
is a panel discussion: "Knowledge

,0,

with interested students.

s:Sj(iiiullt' Ilk

1
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1

.

-

'

'

u

-

cies, employs over 100 people and
supervises 100 full time volun-

Recent activities have involved
the investigation of the Souter
nomination to the Supreme Court
Arthur Kropp received his BA
from Wooster in Political Science
in 1979. Kropp's background includes Director of Political Affairs
of the National Society of Professional Engineers and Assistant Director of Political Action Committees and Corporate Giving for
the Republican National Commit-
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Thing to stretch dollars when
you're computer shopping doesn't mean
you're willing to make sacrifices.
That's why you shouHcorisicfer
It has everything you need iiduding anx)rkeyboarrJ,nx3use,2niegaresof
RAM, and a 4(knegabytt hard clisk. Just
to run, because the system software is alreacV installed! Ariel, uarJo to the Mac
cornputer's legendary ease of use, youTI beup andmnnirginnotime.
Like every Macintosh, the Qassic can run bewsandsrf available applkatwisu
waic in the same, consistent way1 so ence you've learned ctK program, you're
way to karning them al And thfc is one cheap rocnuratetr&ctoesnhave
Tte Aprie SupenDrivei-tand- a
wrto to Kladnt06h, MSCOS, OS2, and Ap
irixmarjon with someone who uses a cUfferemrtf computer.
See the Macintosh Classic ftryoursdf ft! diange your mind abc cheap rcorn

For further information contact
David Waluse, Ext. 2245

in Taylor Hall Room 311
C5, The power to be your best"
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Sports

Football endures rough two weeks
T5T

JOHN MORROW

.

Voice Sports Editor

JJ

Ijf
.

v

V
It has been a difficult two weeks
for the College of Wooster football team. The Fighting Scots
have lost their last two games.
The first loss came over fall
break, as Wooster fell to the
Carnegie Mellon Tartans 47-2The second loss came down to
the last minutes as the Scots fell
just short of beating Kenyon.
Wooster lost to Kenyon 27-2In their game two weeks ago.
the Scots travelled to Pittsburgh
and were beaten by an overpower
ing Carnegie Mellon team.
The Scots did not stop the Tartan offense once in the game. Of
the Tartans' twelve possessions,
seven of them resulted in touchdowns, four resulted in fumbles,
and the final possession they intentionally ran out the clock.
Wooster' defense allowed Carnegie Mellon to gain a total of 563
J
yards on offense.
The Scots' offense did show
some signs of life. Wooster utilized the last 1:06 in the half to
drive fifty-eigyards and scort
with no time left on the clock.
Senior receiver Phil Puryear'
caught a thirteen yard pass to end
'the first half of play. The Scots-pu- t
together two more scoring
drives.
The second drive ended on a one
yard run by tailback. Brian Grandi-so-n,
and the last drive was the result of a thirty five-yapass to receiver Scott McMiilen.
In their second game. Wooster
lost to the visiting Kenyon Lords.
The lead changed several times in
the game before the Lords finally
pulled out the victory 27-2The Kenyon loss brought the
Scots home record to 0-- this season.
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Tim Lyons meets a wall of Kenyon defenders in last week's loss to the Lords,
against Eariham (Photo by Mike Pepper.)

27-2-

4.

The Scots are looking towards tomorrow's game

--

rd

4.

4

Wooster scored first in the first
quarter to take a seven point lead.
The Wooster touchdown came afyard drive and
ter an eighty-thre- e
a twelve yard pass from Vic Row-difto receiver Puryear.

fe

Although Kenyon scored a
touchdown early in the second
quarter. Wooster scored another
touchdown, and kicker Greg Sayle
kicked a twenty three yard field

goal, to boost the Scots' half time
lead to
Kenyon's high powered offense
took control in the second half.
Kenyon quarterback, Chris Creighton, lead two touchdown drives to
give Kenyon a 20-1- 7 lead early in
the fourth quarter. At one point,
Creighton completed sixteen consecutive passes in a row.
Wooster coach Bob Tucker was
17-1- 0.

so impressed with Creighton and
his two primary, receivers,' Ted
Taggart and Sean McCabe, that he
said. They are unquestionably the
best trio that I have seen in Division III football. They just made
some phenomenal plays."
Wooster responded to these
scores with a touchdown of their
own to take back the lead 24-2Unfortunately for Wooster, the
0.

Scots' defense was unable lo stop
Kenyon on the ensuing drive, allowing the Lords to score the winning touchdown on a ten yard
Creighton pass.
The loss was a difficult one because it insured the Scots of a losing record this season.
However, Coach Tucker said,
"Hats off to Kenyon, they made
some exceptional plays."

Lady Scots field hockey team has successful fall break
LISA WALSH
Vokw Spnrrs Writer

While most of you were relaxing
or doing LS. over fall break, the
Lady Scots field hockey team
jumped back into a winning streak
again.
Over the fall break the Lady
Scots participated in the Midwest

Regional Tournament
by Denison and Kenyon.
On Friday me Lady Scots started
off the tournament with a bang
Senior
shutting out Adrian
game
off
Kaxhy Osta started the
with an unassisted goaL
In the second half Osta assisted
Carissa Conner to make the second goal. Lisa Ostermueller
co-host- ed

4-- 0.

scored the third goal for Wooster
unassisted.
Finally Ann Guinane, assisted
by Tammy Barnes, brought Woost-er- 's
final score to
On Saturday the Lady Scots continued their impressive playing
with another shutout against Kalamazoo. The Lady Scots scored
three, goals in the first twenty
4-- 0.

minutes of the game. Barnes
scored the first goal with an assist
from Megan Hess.
. Then Conner and Osta scored to
bring the score to 0. In the second half Kalamazoo attempted five
shots on goalie Kate Cowles, but
Cowles battered them away successfully.
After that the Lady Scots re
3--

gained and kept control throughout
the rest of the game with two
more goals scored by Guinane and
Clara Mitchell, bringing the final
score to
On Tuesday, the last day of break,
the Lady Scots traveled to Oberlin
for a key North Coast Al the tic
5-- 0.

sec
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Men's soccer reaches post season tourney
KEVIN WAUGH
Voice Sports Editor

The College of Wooster men's
soccer team has received a bid to
the NCAA Great Lakes Regional
Tournament despite uncertainty in
past weeks about moving beyond
the regular season.
The Scots, seeded fourth, open
the tourney with Kenyon at 6 pjn.
this evening at Ohio Wesleyan.
The number one seeded Lords, currently ranked second in the nation,
won all 18 of their games this season and earned their first NCAC
title with a perfect 0 conference
8--

record.
.

The two other regional bids,

Ohio Wesleyan and Kalamazoo,
will face each other immediately
following tonight's game and the
victor will confront either Wooster
or Kenyon tomorrow.
The Scots, who were selected by

a committee of five regional

"I don't have to talk to them,"

coaches headed by Earlham head
coach Roy Messer, finished the
regular season with an overall
record of
and 2 in the
NCAC.
The team surged into the tournament, having defeated conference
rivals Case Western Reserve,
and Earlham in the past' two
weeks.
Head coach Bob Nye is pleased
with how the team has played recently, but said that their success
in the tournament will depend on
14-4- -1

he said. The players already
know what to do. Their approach
to practices and strategies has
reached a higher level. Even the
players that don't start have been
working hard at practice because
they know it helps the team.
We've been going in with the
idea that all 18 will play."
The" Scots also appear to be
healthy. Goalkeeper Nic Jones,
who has been out of action with a
leg injury since the second game
of the season, will most likely see
playing .time. In addition,
Ian Banda is in good

6--

De-nis-

on

several factors.

"You hope that things break

Ail-Americ- an

your way in the
he
said. "You hope that the team is
peaking and that their attitude is
good.
'
They have to be as
as they can be and of course, they
have to be healthy
Nye said the team is, in fact, becoming more focused.
post-seaso-

n,'

well-prepar-

shape.

"It looks like Nic can play,"
Nye said, "and Ian is close to 100
percent.'

ed

Nye said that the team will have
to concentrate on transitions as
well as creating more scoring

Women's CC fakes
fourth io ES3CAC

SHADE WHITESEb5

ninth place with a time of 19:36.
Susan Louis ran a strong,
race and finished 14th in
Beth Blakemore ran one of her 20:10 while her teammate Anna '
best races in her collegiate career at Scherzer placed 25th in 20:29.
Susan Roberts, running an exWooster last Saturday, October 27.
race for the second week in
cellent
Finishing fourth overall in the
row,
finished in 20:53 and 32nd
Conference meet at Kenyon, a
place. Also putting forth a very
Blakemore showed her other competitors what toughness is made competitive effort, Carolyn Kiss
of.
Blakemore took only 19:13
minutes to cover the mostly flat
course with one very steep long
hill.
JEN POPE
"Beth knew what she had to do,"
Voice Sports Writer
commented Coach Dennis Rice.
"She was focused in on the meet
The swim team began its season
and just ran an outstanding race." Saturday with its annual Black
on
Teamwise, the Scots did not do
vs.
innersquad meet
Gold
as well as expected. They finished
was divided equally beteam
The
fourth overall, behind two teams
tween the sides with the team capthat they have beaten before in the
tains acting as coaches.
regular season.
The competition was close. The
Allegheny captured the champishifted back and forth throughlead
onship with a total of 31 points.
It came down to
meet
the
out
Kenyon (78 points), Ohio Wesleylast relay. The
controversial
the
an (79 points) beat Woosters total
the judges
was
awarded
team
black
of 90 points while Denison (146),
won the
relay
and
on
that
decision
Oberlin (155). Wittenberg (194).
meet.
Earlham (197), and Case Western
According to Coach Keith Beck
Reserve (200) all followed far behind.
"We were obviously off," said
Rice. "It's a big disappointment to
go into the conference meet and
finish fourth."
Karen Aeberli finished second
for the women. She finished in
Voice Sports Writer

con-sista- nt

,

"In terms of our four losses, I
give credit to our opponents because they played well," he said,
"but our scoring opportunities did
diminish and that should be
changed.
"We went from averaging 17 or
18 shots on goal to 9 or 10.

Also, the teams that beat us capitalized on little mistakes we made
in our transition game."
Though a
record is not
comparable to an undefeated mark
like Kenyon's, Nye believes
records do not always represent
what kind of season a' team has
14-4-

-1

had.

"We lost to four great teams,"
of them were nationally ranked. So what kind of
schedule you play determines who
goes into the tournament."
The selection committees go by
what they call 'strength of index'
(how challenging a schedule is)
he said. "All

,

and ours happens to be second to
Ohio Wesleyan's. Our schedule
wasn't easy."
Around this time last season,
the 1989 Wooster squad, much
like this year's Kenyon team, was
going into the tournament as the
number one seed and as conference
"
champion.
Though that is not the case this
season, Nye believes there is a
benefit to being seeded fourth.
"We're enjoying the opportunity
to be the underdog," he said. "It

intones a feeling of working a bit
harder to prove you're a quality
group."
Having lost to Kenyon this past
season, the Scots hope to make a
difference.

"It's very appealing to face
someone again," Nye said.
"We've been an attacking and mobile team with a strong defense
and hopefully that won't change."

i

'

came across the line in 21:32 for
41st place.
Shade Whitesel finished up the
top seven with her 44th place in
21:41.
The cross country team takes a
break next weekend, then returns
to the racing scene at Heidelberg
November 10 for the Regional

Meet

Swimmers open season
with intersquad meet
ett, this meet offers him and the
other coaches a chance to see the"
swimmers race in a low pressure
situation, before the actual start of
the meet season.
The swim team's season really
gets under way with the NCAC remeet Saturday at Wittenlay
berg. As always the team will be
approaching this meet with an
easy going attitude.
It is a chance for the swimmers
to swim some fun events and see
what the other teams in the conference are like this year.

Interested in Working for. the
Wooster Voice????

Call 2598 for more information

Mary Romestant helped to power the Lady Scot's to their first
NCAC Championship. (Photo by News Services.)

.
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Football confronts Earlham
JOHN MORROW
Voice Spora Editor

The Wooster Fighting Scots
travel to Richmond, Indiana this
weekend to play the Earlham
Quakers. This will be the first
football game ever played between
the two North Coast Athletic
Conference schools.
While the Scots will be playing
for their third win in the NCAC
this season, the Quakers will be
playing for only their second conference win ever.
Earlham got
its first conference victory last
week in a 3 win over Oberlin.
The Scots started off the week
under clouds of controversy. According to sources close to the
team, approximately twenty-on- e
players were suspended, some for a
couple of days and others for tomorrow's game against Earlham,
for violating the team's alcohol
policy.
When asked about the apparent
infractions. Wooster coach. Bob
Tucker, said "I have no comment
about the personal affairs of the
team."
If the rumored suspensions do
take place, the Scots' roster, al- ready in disarray due to injuries,
win be made even shorter.
After the eighth week of the season, Wooster's record is 6 overall and 4 in the NCAC
2--

In passing situations, junior

J

21-1-

2--

Wooster is last in the NCAC in
every defensive category. The
Scots allow in total defense (416
yardsgame), scoring defense (32.6
pointsgame), pass defense (125
pointsgame) and rush defense
(278 yardsgame).
Wooster's poor defense can be
attributed to the lack of experience
and the injuries on the team. Of
the Scots' eleven defensive starters, only five have been able to
play all eight of Wooster's games.
Coach Tucker said, "We need a
cohesive unit week after week."
The Scots have been unable to
get this unit because of the injuries.
The most active of Wooster's defenders continues to be sophmore
safety Jim Gordon.
Gordon has made 118 tackles in
only eight games this season.
John Marcinek is second on the
team in tackles with sixty-fiv'
Although they were slow in
starting the season, the Fighting
Scot offense has recently found its
groove. The Wooster rushing attack is lead by junior tailback,
Brian Crandison.
Grandison gained a caxeer.-h.ig-h
214 yards in the game against
Kenyon last weekend. This performance has helped to restablish
the Wooster running game and to
balance out the Scot offense.
e.

,

'

quarterback, Vic Rowcliffe, has often found his main receiver, Phil
Puryear.
Puryear is the leading receiver on
the team, and one of the leading receivers in the conference, with
thirty-tw- o
receptions for a gain of
459 yards.
Pury ear's six touchdown receptions have also established him as
the team's leading scorer with
points.
Earlham is not a very balanced
team, but they do have a very formidable passing offense. The
Quakers have two of the leading
receivers in the conference, Todd
Hawkins and Scott Peasley.
Hawkins has caught fourty-eigreceptions for 625 yards and Peas-le- y
has fourty-thre- e
receptions for
506 yards.
This passing threat could be
.
trouble for the Scots, who gave up
an NCAA record of by letting the
Carnegie Mellon quarterback. Rich
Snyder, complete seventeen consecutive passes, only to have the
record threatened again when Kenyon completed sixteen consecutive
passes against the Scots last week- forty--

eight

ht

Brian Grandison stiff arms a Kenyon defender en route to his
career high rushing performance. (Photo by Mike Pepper.)
end up shooting themselves in the

personnel problems, move the ball
effectively on offense,, and stop
This is evident by the twenty-.- - Earlham's, passing gamet then the
on
s c:omcinieTfeiQfls temmAy tfaosScQeayili&e
Fortunately for the Scots, Earl
r
Earlham quarterback; John Wort- - saturday
tl- - --.,nrjj
'.c
ham makes more mistakes than ham.
Kickoff for the game will be to- they do big plays.
Coach TuckIf the Scots can overcome their morrow at 1:30 p.m.
er explained, "Earlham makes
many big plays, but they usually

foot"

ja-Sffiel&ntw-

pe
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Publishing Opportunities
Cale Research Inc. has immediate openings for students 4 graduates to do
research and writing for our reference books and other information-base- d
products.
Qualified candidates must have
v college coursework in liberal arts
strong writing skills
researching experience
proofreading and editing skills
These challenging, entry-levpositions have advancement opportunities. Our
benefit package includes immediate medical, dental, and vision coverage; flexible
work hours; tuition assistance; and profit sharing.
If you are interested in Joining one of the premier information providers for
libraries and businesses worldwide, we want to hear from you. Call our
9
iaformatioa tin (313)
or send your resume, transcripts. nd.
expository writing sample to:

Kelley wins NCAC men's

'

cross country championship

el

BETH BLAKEMORE

(104).
He said, "To go into a situation
v
like conference you've go to be
The Wooster Scots came home ready to run."
from the NCAC conference chamAt the same time "some quality
pionships at Kenyon with a fourth individual performances enhanced
place team finish and the individuthe team performance."
al title belonging to sophomore
In a "very gutty" race senior
Jason Kelley.
Rob Noble captured eighth place
Shortly after the two mile mark, in 26:59. "Only a couple of secJason took off leaving the rest of onds separated the fourth through
the conference in his dust as he tenth place finishers," stated Rice.
Sophomore Kevin Cavanaugh
won the meet in 26:30.
"His
confidence and maturity level is improved once again as he ran a
improving weekly. He is set up i "very competitive effort" to secure
21st place in 27:38.
perfectly to run his best race at the
Next for the Scots junior Mike
.regional championships." comRachita
(37th ) and sophomore
mented Coach Dennis Rice.
Joel
McBurney
(38th) toughed it
Rice expressed disappointment
finish
to
in
out
28:15
and 28:18,
with the team's 105 point finish
respectively.
which placed them behind Denison
Adam Myers (39th) and Wheeler
(53). Oberlin (88) and Allegheny
Voicg Sports Writer

Spaulding (40th), both
"competed very well in their first
championship type meet" said
Rice. They finished in 28:20 and
28:26.
Capping off the top twelve,
Dave Stouffer, Jeff Beck, Scott
Erholm and Steve McMillan
sprinted across Kenyon s soccer
fields to finish 53rd, 59th. 74th
and 77th, respectively.
Rice emphasized that the "whole
focus of our season revolves
around the conference and regional
championships."
He added, 1 am confident we are
going to bounce back and put it
together as a whole team."
The NCAA regional meet will
be held at Hiedelburg College on
Saturday, November 16.
first-year-

s,,

24-ho- ur
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non-retumab-

ie

Editorial Recruiter
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week boxes In dorms
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Bring notebooks, folders, loose leaf paper,
pens, pencils, etc.
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Women's soccer clinches share of NCAC title
scoring seven goals to almost dou-

KARYN POWERS

ble their goals to date in the
NCAC
- Six minutes into the first half,

Voice Sports Writer

For all those faithful followers
of the team and for all those peo-

ple who would like to be more familiar with the Lady Scots, here's
a recap of the past two weeks.
The final away game of the season was played at Case Western
Reserve on Saturday, October 20.
Wooster, as usual, went into the
game to dominate, but had problems when it came down to scoring goals.
But sophomore Krista Hicks
came through for the team in the
first half, when she pounced on a
50-5- 0
ball with the keeper, netting
goal of
her second
the sea iw.
After a day or two of rest, the
Lady Scots returned to a home
match against Denison on Wednesday, with the intent of avenging
last year's loss and clinching this

v
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Conference match. They continued

their winning streak, beating Ober-Ii- n
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calls "the goal crisis".
After 90 mmntcs of regular play,
and 30 minutes of overtime, the
score was stul a frustrating 0-co-cham- ps

.

1

year's NCAC championship.
But yet again, the team was
plagued by what Coach Cowell

no sWimJrffi3fawi hei&adyScots;j
would become
of the
conference with Ohio Wesleyan
(whom the team pumelled earlier
in the year, ).
This past Saturday was a field
day for Wooster's offense. The
team went to town on Farina m,

j

'
the front line came roaring down at
. ,
the Quaker defense with a through
pass from Mary Romestant, and a
?
far post shot from Karyn Powers.
Wooster went easy on Far ham
in the first half with that single
goal, but the barrage hit in the second with goals by Barb Rodgers
(2), Delia Hoye (2), Tammy Ber-ge- r,
and Jamee Tanner.
The final home game of the season was played on Sunday against
Sl Mary's of Indiana. The opposition scored early in the first half
but Wooster came back in the second to tie it up.
Hoye is credited with the goal,
knocking it in with her screaming
' left foot.
After 30 minutes of
overtime, the score remained the
same and Wooster's final record became
Monday morning the news was
out; the Lady Scots did not make
it to post season play. Only two
teams were chosen from this region, Kalamazoo and Scran ton
Kerri Makar battles for the baB during the game against Denison. Wooster cuhched a share of the
while Ohio Wesleyan and WoostNCAC championship with a tie against the Big Red. (Photo by News Services.)
er were third and fourth on the list.
MfAlthough he season canur to a
best overall record in the history of cess and has been named NCAC young players to step in and fill
player of the week and is the numrather abrubt hault. the women's the program.
the gap. Thanks goes to seniors
Special note should go to the ber one keeper in the conference.
soccer team has nothing to hang
Mary Romestant, Cathie Docber-t- y,
The Lady Scots will be a power
their heads about; they were team's defense who limited their
Barbara Rogers, and Nancy
opponents to just seven goals in to reckon with next year for alcrowned conference
Christman for their dedication to
First-yemade it as far as number IS in the the past 16 games.
though they are losing four key the program and for their love of
were
instrurankings,
was
national
tanked goalkeeper Lisa Hall
players, they have a solid group of the game.
number one in Ohio, and had their mental to the team's overall suc- j

game-winni- ng

'

.'A
V

C

D O

TE

7.-0-0

0.

This victory was Wooster's third
in a row, and all three had been
shutouts. In the first half of the
game, Wooster dominated for the
first ten minutes but then Oberlin
took control. There was a great
shifting back and forth throughout
the game.
In the second half the Lady
Scots finally scored the winning
goal after a 43 minute struggle. .
Kalhy Osta scored the
winning shot on a penalty stroke.
For Parents' Weekend Ihe Lady
Scots played Denison. Once again
they continued their winning
streak to the applause and approval of the parents and other fans on
the side lines.
Although Denison scored the '
first goal of the game Wooster

' bounced back and regained control
tying the score with a sweet shot
on the penalty comer by Osta, after an assist by Tammy Barnes.
In the second half the Lady
Scots dominated. For the second
goal Conner and Ostermueller
teamed up bringing the score to
2-- 1.

Wittenberg started off the game
with a goal ten minute into the
first half. In the second half Gui-naevened the score with only
ten minutes left in the game.
It looked as though the game
was going to go into overtime,
but Wittenberg scored off a deflection from goalie Pam Metz's pads
scoring the winning goal with
twenty six seconds remaining in
the game.
"It was a disappointing finish
not only because of the way we
lost but because it cost us second
place in the conference," said
ne

Finally Mitchell closed out the
scoring with an unassisted goal to
The
bring the final score to
Lady Scots' outshot Denison
and beat Big Red out 17-- 5 on
penalty corners.
According to Coach Brenda
Coach Meese.
Meese. "This game was the prettiwe've
season,
This weekend the Lady Scots
est we played all
come a long way since the early host the conference tournament,
part of the year."
which includes Denison, Far! ham.
This past Tuesday the Lady Ken yon, Oberlin and Wittenberg.
Scots traveled to Wittenberg
This two day event will begin
where their fantastic winning
on Friday at 10:30 ajn., and the
streak unfortunately came to a Lady Scots will be playing their
shattering end.
first game at 3:30 that afternoon.
3-- 1.

31-1- 3.
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Crossword
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Dippy.
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9K Wow!
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of taod
17 Symbol lor
18

Pmi lor
ptvyvrtavvt

20 Mrks

Nice talking to you too!
MSMaalkw

u

73

&
42 Young boy
43 Dacorate
45 rwocoM '
47 Thoroughfaraa
49 AtOdm

SOPtaguad
52 Crtas ska
54 Worm
55 Fa Into

29

29bjry

30

32

DOWN
1

Urgaaon

2 Raprtmand

3 Rafy: aoor
4 Faaura: slang
5 Goddaas ot

dbcord

6Ptana

7 Ona, no matiar

sGraak tatter

33 Skids
351

37Entrasfy

9 Vasttnrong
oTtaal
stratch

10 Cnurcn
12 Narrow
Of

V

HAPPY

ml

IS At in
bits
21 Crazy parsons:

stang

23 Water aftaal
25 Entangte
27 Bow
2 SocSum craond
31 Mamad

33 Designates
34 Praaantly

34 Parspa-a37 Ptaosof

filter

DJ-Joh-

el

Heart, The Underground.
Cuff, Underground.

Saturday. November 3
FILM-Dresse-

To Kill. Mateer 7:30 & 10:00PM

d

Underground.
HALLOWEEN DANCE-Th- e
9:00AM-- 1 :00AM. Mystery Music, free admission
with costume, .50 without.

of bras
44 Actrsss Carter
47
Gynt's

Monday. November 5
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTS ALL-Th- e
8:30PM-12:0OA-

44 l
SIEojuaay
githartng
S3 M
organization:

J 0PM

11.-O0PM-2.-0O-

CLASSIC

Pr

7

AM

n

Spnday. November 4

land

W

WWEO-Ang-

JJ

Underground. 4:pQr7:Q0PM

HOUR-Tb- e

39 Food: slang
41 Judgmant
43 Class of

FILM-T- A

Put a classified
in today!!!!!

Students, faculty and
staff can put In ads for
free. Put one In If you
want- t
-

Wr w iyrt

Ing skills; sell your ";
loft, or just say HI to a

friend!!
Send your classified
through campus mail
or drop It off
to
at the Voice office by
C-31-87

5 p.m Monday.
If there Is not suffi-

Victim. Mateer 7:30PM

cient campus

re-

sponse, classifieds

will be discontinued.

Underground,

M

Tuesday. November 6
LOWRY PIT FLICKS-'Winn-

ie
the Pooh" A Day
Ecyorc. Tigger Too, and A Blustery Day 5:00-7:00P-

for

M

3S

wiC?tw--

JAP

Friday. November 2

13 Spurted form
161

a

tort by

211
22 Cowing
24 Outfit
25 Moroccan

are going to

it, you

Amy

73"

40Stitcnaa
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73
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Face

marry him!

ccusai
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love you!

--

S

6Sndtra
11 Com

Lefty

awesome!!!
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11

ACftOSS

I

John,

r

si

You're really

It's been a great 10
months.

Pokey

n

you're the T

Queen.

jj
--

--

Pauline

Do you bite? -- Lefty
--

Remember
Fairy and a
newly appointed Pasta
Smile!

Love, Linda
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counts.

Schmoo:

Claire:
Happy Birthday!!

HAPPY BIRTHDAYS!!!
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a week late, but

it's the thought that
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and Jim:
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